School of Information at North Quad

Use the map above to find North Quad.

You can enter NQ from 1) **Thayer & Washington** or 2) **Huron & State**

**1) Thayer & Washington**

**TAKE PATH ➊** — To enter the Academic Tower where SI offices and labs are housed, walk through the portal to the left, into the courtyard (directions for this path continue below).

**CONTINUING ON PATH ➋** — Now that you’re in the courtyard, proceed straight ahead to about the midpoint, where you’ll turn left to enter the Academic Tower. (The Housing Tower will be to your right.)

**CONTINUING ON PATH ➌** — At the midpoint and to your left, you’ll see the Academic Tower entry (the red dots indicate your path from the plaza). Two elevators are in the lobby.
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2) Huron & State

PATH 3 — The North Quad plaza entry at Huron and State streets. Proceed up the steps (or the ramp to the right) to the plaza level. The Academic Tower is on your right; the Housing Tower is to the left.

CONTINUING ON PATH 3 — You’ll enter the North Quad courtyard from Huron and State streets. The Academic Tower is to the right. The entry for the School of Information is approximately in the middle.

CONTINUING ON PATH 3 — You’ll see the entry to your right. Two elevators are in the lobby.

Once you enter North Quad

Find the academic elevators located on the 2nd floor when you enter the North Quad.
Take the elevator to the first floor. When you exit the elevators on the first floor, take a right and walk straight down the hall.

Go past the student lounge until you come to room SI 1285.

This is the Experimental Laboratory and someone will be waiting to check you in.